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Abstract
A search for new phenomena in final states containing an $e^+e^-$ or $\mu^+\mu^-$ pair, jets, and large missing transverse momentum is presented. This analysis makes use of proton–proton collision data with an integrated luminosity of $36.1 \text{ fb}^{-1}$, collected during 2015 and 2016 at a centre-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider. The search targets the pair production of supersymmetric coloured particles (squarks or gluinos) and their decays into final states containing an $e^+e^-$ or $\mu^+\mu^-$ pair and the lightest neutralino ($\widetilde{\chi}_{1}^0$) via one of two next-to-lightest neutralino ($\widetilde{\chi}_{2}^0$) decay mechanisms: $\widetilde{\chi}_{2}^0 \rightarrow Z\widetilde{\chi}_{1}^0$, where the $Z$ boson decays leptonically leading to a peak in the dilepton invariant mass distribution around the $Z$ boson mass; and $\widetilde{\chi}_{2}^0 \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^- \widetilde{\chi}_{1}^0$ with no intermediate $\ell^+\ell^-$ resonance, yielding a kinematic endpoint in the dilepton invariant mass spectrum. The data are found to be consistent with the Standard Model expectation. Results are interpreted using simplified models, and exclude gluinos and squarks with masses as large as 1.85 and 1.3 TeV at 95% confidence level, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1–6] is an extension to the Standard Model (SM) that introduces partner particles (called sparticles), which differ by half a unit of spin from their SM counterparts. For models with R-parity conservation [7], strongly produced sparticles would be pair-produced and are expected to decay into quarks or gluons, sometimes leptons, and the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), which is stable. The LSP is assumed to be weakly interacting and thus is not detected, resulting in events with potentially large missing transverse momentum ($p_T^{\text{miss}}$, with magnitude $E_T^{\text{miss}}$). In such a scenario the LSP could be a dark-matter candidate [8,9].

For SUSY models to present a solution to the SM hierarchy problem [10–13], the partners of the gluons (gluinos, $\tilde{g}$), top quarks (top squarks, $\tilde{t}_L$ and $\tilde{t}_R$) and Higgs bosons (higgsinos, $\tilde{h}$) should be close to the TeV scale. In this case, strongly interacting sparticles could be produced at a high enough rate to be detected by the experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).

Final states containing same-flavour opposite-sign (SFOS) lepton pairs may arise from the cascade decays of squarks and gluinos via several mechanisms. Decays via intermediate neutralinos ($\widetilde{\chi}_{i}^0$), which are the mass eigenstates formed from the linear superpositions of higgsinos and the superpartners of the electroweak gauge bosons, can result in SFOS lepton pairs being produced in the decay $\widetilde{\chi}_{2}^0 \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^- \widetilde{\chi}_{1}^0$. The index $i = 1, \ldots, 4$ orders the neutralinos according to their mass from the lightest to the heaviest. In such a scenario the lightest neutralino, $\widetilde{\chi}_{1}^0$, is the LSP. The nature of the $\widetilde{\chi}_{2}^0$
decay depends on the mass difference $\Delta m_X = m_{\tilde{g}} - m_{\tilde{Z}^0}$, the composition of the charginos and neutralinos, and on whether there are additional sparticles with masses less than $m_{\tilde{g}^0}$ that could be produced in the decay. In the case where $\Delta m_X > m_Z$, SFOS lepton pairs may be produced in the decay $\tilde{Z}^0 \rightarrow Z\tilde{t}_1^0 \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-\tilde{g}^0$, resulting in a peak in the invariant mass distribution at $m_{\ell\ell} \approx m_Z$. For $\Delta m_X < m_Z$, the decay $\tilde{Z}^0 \rightarrow Z\tilde{t}_1^0 \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-\tilde{g}^0$ leads to a rising $m_{\ell\ell}$ distribution with a kinematic endpoint (a so-called “edge”), the position of which is given by $m_{\ell\ell}^{\text{max}} = \Delta m_X < m_Z$, below the Z boson mass peak. In addition, if there are sleptons ($\tilde{\ell}$, the partner particles of the SM leptons) with masses less than $m_{\tilde{g}^0}$, the $\tilde{g}^0$ could follow the decay $\tilde{t}_2 \rightarrow \tilde{\ell}\tilde{\ell} \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-\tilde{g}^0$, also leading to a kinematic endpoint, but with a different position given by $m_{\ell\ell}^{\text{max}} = \sqrt{\left(m^2_{\tilde{g}^0} - m^2_{\tilde{t}_2}\right) \left(m^2_{\tilde{t}_2} - m^2_{\tilde{t}_1}\right) / m^2_{\tilde{g}^0}}$. This may occur below, on, or above the Z boson mass peak, depending on the value of the relevant sparticle masses. In the two scenarios with a kinematic endpoint, if $\Delta m_X$ is small, production of leptons with low transverse momentum ($p_T$) is expected, motivating a search to specifically target low-$p_T$ leptons. Section 3 and Fig. 1 provide details of the signal models considered.

This paper reports on a search for SUSY, where either an on-Z mass peak or an edge occurs in the invariant mass distribution of SFOS $ee$ and $\mu\mu$ lepton pairs. The search is performed using 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ of $pp$ collision data at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV recorded during 2015 and 2016 by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. In order to cover compressed scenarios, i.e. where $\Delta m_X$ is small, a dedicated “low-$p_T$ lepton search” is performed in addition to the relatively “high-$p_T$ lepton searches” in this channel, which have been performed previously by the CMS [14] and ATLAS [15] collaborations. Compared to the 14.7 fb$^{-1}$ ATLAS search [15], this analysis extends the reach in $m_{\tilde{g}/\tilde{q}}$ by several hundred GeV and improves the sensitivity of the search into the compressed region. Improvements are due to the optimisations for $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV collisions and to the addition of the low-$p_T$ search, which lowers the lepton $p_T$ threshold from $> 25$ to $> 7$ GeV.

2 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [16] is a general-purpose detector with almost $4\pi$ coverage in solid angle. The detector comprises an inner tracking detector, a system of calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer. The inner tracking detector (ID) is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid and allows charged-particle tracking out to $|\eta| = 2.5$. It includes silicon pixel and silicon microstrip tracking detectors inside a straw-tube tracking detector. In 2015 a new innermost layer of silicon pixels was added to the detector and this improves tracking and $b$-tagging performance [17].

High-granularity electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters cover the region $|\eta| < 4.9$. All the electromagnetic calorimeters, as well as the endcap and forward hadronic calorimeters, are sampling calorimeters with liquid argon as the active medium and lead, copper, or tungsten as the absorber. The central hadronic calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter with scintillator tiles as the active medium and steel as the absorber.

The muon spectrometer uses several detector technologies to provide precision tracking out to $|\eta| = 2.7$ and triggering in $|\eta| < 2.4$, making use of a system of three toroidal magnets.

---

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the $z$-axis along the beam pipe. The $x$-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the $y$-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates $(r, \phi)$ are used in the transverse plane, $\phi$ being the azimuthal angle around the $z$-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle $\theta$ as $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$ and the rapidity is defined as $y = 1/2 \cdot \ln[(E + p_z)/(E - p_z)]$, where $E$ is the energy and $p_z$ the longitudinal momentum of the object of interest. The opening angle between two analysis objects in the detector is defined as $\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta y)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2}$.
The ATLAS detector has a two-level trigger system, with the first level implemented in custom hardware and the second level implemented in software. This trigger system reduces the output rate to about 1 kHz from up to 40 MHz [18].

### 3 SUSY signal models

SUSY-inspired simplified models are considered as signal scenarios for this analysis. In all of these models, squarks or gluinos are directly pair-produced, decaying via an intermediate neutralino, \( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \), into the LSP (\( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \)). All sparticles not directly involved in the decay chains considered are assigned very high masses, such that they are decoupled. Three example decay topologies are shown in Fig. 1. For all models with gluino pair production, a three-body decay for \( \tilde{g} \rightarrow q\bar{q}\tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) is assumed. Signal models are generated on a grid over a two-dimensional space, varying the gluino or squark mass and the mass of either the \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) or the \( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \).

The first model considered with gluino production, illustrated on the left of Fig. 1, is the so-called slepton model, which assumes that the sleptons are lighter than the \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \). The \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) then decays either as \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \rightarrow \tilde{\ell}^+\ell^-; \ell \rightarrow \ell\tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) or as \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \rightarrow \tilde{v}\bar{v}; \tilde{v} \rightarrow \nu\tilde{\chi}^0_1 \), the two decay channels having equal probability. In these decays, \( \tilde{\ell} \) can be \( \tilde{e}, \tilde{\mu} \) or \( \tilde{\tau} \) and \( \tilde{v} \) can be \( \tilde{\nu}_e, \tilde{\nu}_\mu \) or \( \tilde{\nu}_\tau \) with equal probability. The masses of the superpartners of the left-handed leptons are set to the average of the \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) and \( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) masses, while the superpartners of the right-handed leptons are decoupled. The three slepton flavours are taken to be mass-degenerate. The kinematic endpoint in the invariant mass distribution of the two final-state leptons in this decay chain can occur at any mass, highlighting the need to search over the full dilepton mass distribution. The endpoint feature of this decay topology provides a generic signature for many models of beyond-the-SM (BSM) physics.

In the \( Z^{(s)} \) model in the centre of Fig. 1 the \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) from the gluino decay then decays as \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \rightarrow Z^{(s)}\tilde{\chi}^0_1 \). In both the slepton and \( Z^{(s)} \) models, the \( \tilde{g} \) and \( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) masses are free parameters that are varied to produce the two-dimensional grid of signal models. For the gluino decays, \( \tilde{g} \rightarrow q\bar{q}\tilde{\chi}^0_1 \), both models have equal branching fractions for \( q = u, d, c, s, b \). The \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) mass is set to the average of the gluino and \( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) masses. The mass splittings are chosen to enhance the topological differences between these simplified models and other models with only one intermediate particle between the gluino and the LSP [19].

Three additional models with decay topologies as illustrated in the middle and right diagrams of Fig. 1, but with exclusively on-shell \( Z \) bosons in the decay, are also considered. For two of these models, the LSP mass is set to 1 GeV, inspired by SUSY scenarios with a low-mass LSP (e.g. generalised gauge mediation [20–22]). Sparticle mass points are generated across the \( \tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) (or \( \tilde{q} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) plane. These two models are referred to here as the \( \tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) on-shell and \( \tilde{q} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) on-shell models, respectively. The third model is based on topologies that could be realised in the 19-parameter phenomenological supersymmetric Standard Model (pMSSM) [23,24] with potential LSP masses of 100 GeV or more. In this case the \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \) mass is chosen to be 100 GeV above the \( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) mass, which can maximise the branching fraction to \( Z \) bosons. Sparticle mass points are generated across the \( \tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) plane, and this model is thus referred to as the \( \tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) on-shell model. For the two models with gluino pair production, the branching fractions for \( q = u, d, c, s \) are each 25%. For the model involving squark pair production, the super-partners of the \( u-, d-, c- \) and \( s \)-quarks have the same mass, with the super-partners of the \( b- \) and \( t \)-quarks being decoupled. A summary of all signal models considered in this analysis can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Production mode</th>
<th>Quark flavours</th>
<th>( m(\tilde{g})/m(\tilde{q}) )</th>
<th>( m(\tilde{\chi}^0_2) )</th>
<th>( m(\tilde{\chi}^0_1) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slepton</td>
<td>( \bar{g}g )</td>
<td>( u, d, c, s, b )</td>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>( [m(\tilde{g}) + m(\tilde{\chi}^0_1)]/2 )</td>
<td>( y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z^{(s)} )</td>
<td>( \bar{g}g )</td>
<td>( u, d, c, s, b )</td>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>( [m(\tilde{g}) + m(\tilde{\chi}^0_1)]/2 )</td>
<td>( y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_2 ) on-shell</td>
<td>( \bar{g}g )</td>
<td>( u, d, c, s )</td>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>( y )</td>
<td>1 GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_2 ) on-shell</td>
<td>( \tilde{g}q )</td>
<td>( u, d, c, s )</td>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>( y )</td>
<td>1 GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}^0_1 ) on-shell</td>
<td>( \bar{g}g )</td>
<td>( u, d, c, s )</td>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>( m(\tilde{\chi}^0_1) + 100 \text{ GeV} )</td>
<td>( y )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  Simulated background event samples used in this analysis with the corresponding matrix element and parton shower generators, cross-section order in αS used to normalise the event yield, underlying-event tune and PDF set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physics process</th>
<th>Generator</th>
<th>Parton shower</th>
<th>Cross-section</th>
<th>Tune</th>
<th>PDF set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t} + W$ and $t\bar{t} + Z$ [53,54]</td>
<td>MG5_AMC@NLO</td>
<td>Pythia 8.186</td>
<td>NLO [55,56]</td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>NNPDF2.3LO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t} + WW$ [53]</td>
<td>MG5_AMC@NLO</td>
<td>Pythia 8.186</td>
<td>LO [27]</td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>NNPDF2.3LO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t}$ [57]</td>
<td>POWHEG Box v2 r3026</td>
<td>Pythia 6.428</td>
<td>NNLO+NNLL [58,59]</td>
<td>PERUGIA2012</td>
<td>NLO CT10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-top ($Wt$) [57]</td>
<td>POWHEG Box v2 r2856</td>
<td>Pythia 6.428</td>
<td>Approx. NNLO [60]</td>
<td>PERUGIA2012</td>
<td>NLO CT10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$WW$, $WZ$ and $ZZ$ [61]</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.2.1</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.2.1</td>
<td>NLO [62,63]</td>
<td>SHERPA default</td>
<td>NNPDF3.0NNLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z/\gamma^*(\rightarrow \ell\ell) +$ jets [64]</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.2.1</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.2.1</td>
<td>NNLO [65,66]</td>
<td>SHERPA default</td>
<td>NNPDF3.0NNLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma +$ jets</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.1.1</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.1.1</td>
<td>LO [67]</td>
<td>SHERPA default</td>
<td>NLO CT10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V(=W,Z)\gamma$</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.1.1</td>
<td>SHERPA 2.1.1</td>
<td>LO [67]</td>
<td>SHERPA default</td>
<td>NLO CT10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the high-$p_T$ analysis, data events were collected using single-lepton and dilepton triggers [18]. The dielectron, dimuon, and electron–muon triggers have $p_T$ thresholds in the range 12–24 GeV for the higher-$p_T$ lepton. Additional single-electron (single-muon) triggers are used, with $p_T$ thresholds of 60 (50) GeV, to increase the trigger efficiency for events with high-$p_T$ leptons. Events for the high-$p_T$ selection are required to contain at least two selected leptons with $p_T > 25$ GeV. This selection is fully efficient relative to the lepton triggers with the $p_T$ thresholds described above.

An additional control sample of events containing photons was collected using a set of single-photon triggers with $p_T$ thresholds in the range 45–140 GeV. All photon triggers, except for the one with threshold $p_T > 120$ GeV in 2015, or the one with $p_T > 140$ GeV in 2016, were prescaled. This means that only a subset of events satisfying the trigger requirements were retained. Selected events are further required to contain a selected photon with $p_T > 50$ GeV.

Simulated event samples are used to aid in the estimation of SM backgrounds, validate the analysis techniques, optimise the event selection, and provide predictions for SUSY signal processes. All SM background samples used are listed in Table 2, along with the parton distribution function (PDF) set, the configuration of underlying-event and hadronisation parameters (underlying-event tune) and the cross-section calculation order in $\alpha_S$ used to normalise the event yields for these samples.

The $t\bar{t} + W$, $t\bar{t} + Z$, and $t\bar{t} + WW$ processes were generated at leading order (LO) in $\alpha_S$ with the NNPDF2.3LO PDF set [26] using MG5_AMC@NLO v2.2.2 [27], interfaced with Pythia 8.186 [28] with the A14 underlying-event tune [29] to simulate the parton shower and hadronisation. Single-top and $t\bar{t}$ samples were generated using Powheg Box v2 [30–32] with Pythia 6.428 [33] to simulate the parton shower, hadronisation, and the underlying event. The CT10 PDF set [34] was used for the matrix element, and the CTEQ6L1 PDF set with corresponding Perugia2012 [35] tune for the parton shower. In the case of both the MG5_AMC@NLO and Powheg samples, the EvTGen v1.2.0 program [36] was used for properties of the bottom and charm hadron decays. Diboson and $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets processes were simulated using the SHERPA 2.2.1 event generator. Matrix elements were calculated using Comix [37] and OpenLoops [38] and merged with SHERPA’s own internal parton shower [39] using the ME+PS@NLO prescription [40]. The NNPDF3.0NNLO [41] PDF set is used in conjunction with dedicated parton shower tuning developed by the Sherpa authors. For Monte Carlo (MC) closure studies of the data-driven $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets estimate (described in Sect. 7.2), $\gamma +$ jets events were generated at LO with up to four additional partons using SHERPA 2.1, and are compared with a sample of $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets events with up to two additional partons at NLO (next-to-leading order) and up to four at LO generated using SHERPA 2.1. Additional MC simulation samples of events with a leptonically decaying vector boson and photon ($V\gamma$, where $V = W, Z$) were generated at LO using SHERPA 2.2.1. Matrix elements including all diagrams with three electroweak couplings were calculated with up to three partons. These samples are used to estimate backgrounds with real $E_T^{miss}$ in $\gamma +$ jets data samples.

The SUSY signal samples were produced at LO using MG5_AMC@NLO with the NNPDF2.3LO PDF set, interfaced with Pythia 8.186. The scale parameter for CKKW-L matching [42,43] was set at a quarter of the mass of the gluino. Up to one additional parton is included in the matrix element calculation. The underlying event was modelled using the A14 tune for all signal samples, and EvTGen was adopted to describe the properties of bottom and charm...
hadron decays. Signal cross-sections were calculated at NLO in $\sigma_S$, including resummation of soft gluon emission at next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy (NLO+NLL) [44–48].

All of the SM background MC samples were passed through a full ATLAS detector simulation [49] using GEANT4 [50]. A fast simulation [49], in which a parameterisation of the response of the ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters is combined with GEANT4 elsewhere, was used in the case of signal MC samples. This fast simulation was validated by comparing a few signal samples to some fully simulated points.

Minimum-bias interactions were generated and overlaid on top of the hard-scattering process to simulate the effect of multiple $pp$ interactions occurring during the same (in-time) or a nearby (out-of-time) bunch-crossing. These were produced using PYTHIA 8.186 with the A2 tune [51] and MSTW 2008 PDF set [52]. The MC simulation samples were reweighted such that the distribution of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing matches the one observed in data.

5 Object identification and selection

Jets and leptons selected for analysis are categorised as either “baseline” or “signal” objects according to various quality and kinematic requirements. Baseline objects are used in the calculation of missing transverse momentum, and to resolve ambiguity between the analysis objects in the event, while the jets and leptons used to categorise the event in the final analysis selection must pass more stringent signal requirements.

Electron candidates are reconstructed using energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched to ID tracks. Baseline electrons are required to have $p_T > 10$ GeV ($p_T > 7$ GeV) in the case of the high-$p_T$ (low-$p_T$) lepton selection. These must also satisfy the “loose likelihood” criteria described in Ref. [68] and reside within the region $|\eta| = 2.47$. Signal electrons are required to satisfy the “medium likelihood” criteria of Ref. [68], and those entering the high-$p_T$ selection are further required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV. Signal-electron tracks must pass within $|z_0 \sin \theta| = 0.5$ mm of the primary vertex,\(^2\) where $z_0$ is the longitudinal impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex. The transverse-plane distance of closest approach of the electron to the beamline, divided by the corresponding uncertainty, must be $|d_0/\sigma_{d_0}| < 5$. These electrons must also be isolated from other objects in the event, according to a $p_T$-dependent isolation requirement, which uses calorimeter- and track-based information to obtain 95% efficiency at $p_T = 25$ GeV for $Z \rightarrow ee$ events, rising to 99% efficiency at $p_T = 60$ GeV.

Baseline muons are reconstructed from either ID tracks matched to muon segments (collections of hits in a single layer of the muon spectrometer) or combined tracks formed in the ID and muon spectrometer [70]. They are required to satisfy the “medium” selection criteria described in Ref. [70], and for the high-$p_T$ (low-$p_T$) analysis must satisfy $p_T > 10$ GeV ($p_T > 7$ GeV) and $|\eta| < 2.5$. Signal muon candidates are required to be isolated and have $|z_0 \sin \theta| < 0.5$ mm and $|d_0/\sigma_{d_0}| < 3$; those entering the high-$p_T$ selection are further required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV. Calorimeter- and track-based isolation criteria are used to obtain 95% efficiency at $p_T = 25$ GeV for $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events, rising to 99% efficiency at $p_T = 60$ GeV [70].

Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters of energy [71] in the calorimeter using the anti-$k_T$ algorithm [72,73] with a radius parameter of 0.4 by making use of utilities within the FastJet package [74]. The reconstructed jets are then calibrated to the particle level by the application of a jet energy scale (JES) derived from 13 TeV data and simulation [75]. A residual correction applied to jets in data is based on studies of the $p_T$ balance between jets and well-calibrated objects in the MC simulation and data [76]. Baseline jet candidates are required to have $p_T > 20$ GeV and reside within the region $|\eta| = 4.5$. Signal jets are further required to satisfy $p_T > 30$ GeV and reside within the region $|\eta| = 2.5$. Additional track-based criteria designed to select jets from the hard scatter and reject those originating from pile-up are applied to signal jets with $p_T < 60$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.4$. These are imposed by using the jet vertex tagger described in Ref. [77]. Finally, events containing a baseline jet that does not pass jet quality requirements are vetoed in order to remove events impacted by detector noise and non-collision backgrounds [78,79]. The MV2C10 boosted decision tree algorithm [80,81] identifies jets containing $b$-hadrons ($b$-jets) by using quantities such as the impact parameters of associated tracks and positions of any good reconstructed secondary vertices. A selection that provides 77% efficiency for tagging $b$-jets in simulated $t\bar{t}$ events is used. The corresponding rejection factors against jets originating from $c$-quarks, tau leptons, and light quarks and gluons in the same sample for this selection are 6, 22, and 134, respectively. These tagged jets are called $b$-tagged jets.

Photon candidates are required to satisfy the “tight” selection criteria described in Ref. [82], have $p_T > 25$ GeV and reside within the region $|\eta| = 2.37$, excluding the calorimeter transition region $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.6$. Signal photons are further required to have $p_T > 50$ GeV and to be isolated from other objects in the event, according to $p_T$-dependent requirements on both track-based and calorimeter-based isolation.

---

\(^2\) The primary vertex in each event is defined as the reconstructed vertex [69] with the highest $\sum p_T^2$, where the summation includes all particle tracks with $p_T > 400$ MeV associated to the vertex.
To avoid the duplication of analysis objects, an overlap removal procedure is applied using baseline objects. Electron candidates originating from photons radiated off of muons are rejected if they are found to share an inner detector track with a muon. Any baseline jet within \( \Delta R = 0.2 \) of a baseline electron is removed, unless the jet is \( b \)-tagged. For this overlap removal, a looser 85% efficiency working point is used for tagging \( b \)-jets. Any electron that lies within \( \Delta R < \min(0.04+10 \text{ GeV})/p_T, 0.4 \) from a remaining jet is discarded. If a baseline muon either resides within \( \Delta R = 0.2 \) of, or has a track associated with, a remaining baseline jet, that jet is removed unless it is \( b \)-tagged. Muons are removed in favour of jets with the same \( p_T \)-dependent \( \Delta R \) requirement as electrons. Finally, photons are removed if they reside within \( \Delta R = 0.4 \) of a baseline electron or muon, and any jet within \( \Delta R = 0.4 \) of any remaining photon is discarded.

The missing transverse momentum \( p_T^{\text{miss}} \) is defined as the negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of all baseline electrons, muons, jets, and photons [83]. Low momentum contributions from particle tracks from the primary vertex that are not associated with reconstructed analysis objects are included in the calculation of \( p_T^{\text{miss}} \).

Signal models with large hadronic activity are targeted by placing additional requirements on the quantity \( R_t \), defined as the scalar sum of the \( p_T \) values of all signal jets. For the purposes of rejecting \( t\bar{t} \) background events, the \( m_{T2} \) variable is used, defined as an extension of the transverse mass \( m_T \) for the case of two missing particles:

\[
m_{T2} = \min_{x_{T1}+x_{T2}=\min(x_{T1},x_{T2})} \left\{ m_{T1}^2 \left( p_{T,1}, x_{T,1} \right), m_{T2}^2 \left( p_{T,2}, x_{T,2} \right) \right\},
\]

where \( p_{T,1} \) is the transverse-momentum vector of the highest \( p_T \) (\( a = 1 \)) or second highest \( p_T \) (\( a = 2 \)) lepton, and \( x_{Tb} \) (\( b = 1, 2 \)) are two vectors representing the possible momenta of the invisible particles that minimize the \( m_{T2} \) in the event. For typical \( t\bar{t} \) events, the value of \( m_{T2} \) is small, while for signal events in some scenarios it can be relatively large.

All MC samples have MC-to-data corrections applied to take into account small differences between data and MC simulation in identification, reconstruction and trigger efficiencies. The \( p_T \) values of leptons in MC samples are additionally smeared to match the momentum resolution in data.

### 6 Event selection

This search is carried out using signal regions (SRs) designed to select events where heavy new particles decay into an “invisible” LSP, with final-state signatures including either a Z boson mass peak or a kinematic endpoint in the dilepton invariant mass distribution. In order to estimate the expected contribution from SM backgrounds in these regions, control regions (CRs) are defined in such a way that they are enriched in the particular SM process of interest and have low expected contamination from events potentially arising from SUSY signals. For signal points not excluded by the previous iteration of this analysis [15], the signal contamination in the CRs is < 5%, with the exception of models with \( m_\tilde{g} < 600 \text{ GeV} \) in the higher-\( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) CRs of the low-\( p_T \) search where it can reach 20%.

To validate the background estimation procedures, various validation regions (VRs) are defined so as to be analogous but orthogonal to the CRs and SRs, by using less stringent requirements than the SRs on variables used to isolate the SUSY signal, such as \( m_{T2}, E_T^{\text{miss}} \) or \( H_T \). VRs with additional requirements on the number of leptons are used to validate the modelling of backgrounds in which more than two leptons are expected. The various methods used to perform the background prediction in the SRs are discussed in Sect. 7.

Events entering the SRs must have at least two signal leptons (electrons or muons), where the two highest-\( p_T \) leptons in the event are used when defining further event-level requirements. These two leptons must have the same-flavour (SF) and oppositely signed charges (OS). For the high-\( p_T \) lepton analysis, in both the edge and on-Z analyses, the events must pass at least one of the leptonic triggers, whereas \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) triggers are used for the low-\( p_T \) analysis so as to select events containing softer leptons. In the cases where a dilepton trigger is used to select an event, the two leading (highest \( p_T \)) leptons must be matched to the objects that triggered the event. For events selected by a single-lepton trigger, at least one of the two leading leptons must be matched to the trigger object in the same way. The two leading leptons in the event must have \( p_T > \{50, 25 \} \text{ GeV} \) to pass the high-\( p_T \) event selection, and must have \( p_T > \{7, 7 \} \text{ GeV} \) while not satisfying \( p_T > \{50, 25 \} \text{ GeV} \), to be selected by the low-\( p_T \) analysis.

Since at least two jets are expected in all signal models studied, selected events are further required to contain at least two signal jets. Furthermore, for events with a \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) requirement applied, the minimum azimuthal opening angle between either of the two leading jets and the \( p_T^{\text{miss}} \), \( \Delta\phi(jet_1, jet_2) \), is required to be greater than 0.4 so as to remove events with \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) arising from jet mismeasurements.

The selection criteria for the CRs, VRs, and SRs are summarized in Tables 3 and 4, for the high- and low-\( p_T \) analyses respectively. The most important of these regions are shown graphically in Fig. 2.

For the high-\( p_T \) search, the leading lepton’s \( p_T \) is required to be at least 50 GeV to reject additional background events while retaining high efficiency for signal events. Here, a kinematic endpoint in the \( m_{\ell\ell} \) distribution is searched for in three signal regions. In each case, it is carried out across the full \( m_{\ell\ell} \) spectrum, with the exception of the region with \( m_{\ell\ell} < 12 \text{ GeV} \), which is vetoed to reject low-mass Drell–
Table 3 Overview of all signal, control and validation regions used in the high-P_T edge and on-Z searches. The flavour combination of the dilepton pair is denoted by either “SF” for same-flavour or “DF” for different-flavour. All regions require at least two opposite-charge leptons with P_T > [50, 25] GeV, with the exception of the three γ CRs, which require zero leptons and one photon, and the diboson CRs (VR-WZ and VR-ZZ). Unlike the rest of the regions, the diboson CRs do not include a lepton-charge requirement. More details are given in the text. The main requirements that distinguish the control and validation regions from the signal regions are indicated in bold. Most of the kinematic quantities used to define these regions are discussed in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-P_T regions</th>
<th>E_T^{miss} (GeV)</th>
<th>H_T (GeV)</th>
<th>n_jets</th>
<th>m_ℓℓ (GeV)</th>
<th>m_T2 (GeV)</th>
<th>SF/DF</th>
<th>n_b-jets</th>
<th>Δϕ(jet1, p_T^{miss})</th>
<th>m_ℓℓ windows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal regions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-low</td>
<td>&gt; 250</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 70</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-medium</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 25</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-high</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>&gt; 1200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control regions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-FS-low</td>
<td>&gt; 250</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 70</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-FS-medium</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 25</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-FS-high</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>&gt; 1100</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRγ-low</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0ℓ, 1γ</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRγ-medium</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0ℓ, 1γ</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRγ-high</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 1200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0ℓ, 1γ</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRZ-low</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 70</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRZ-medium</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 25</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRZ-high</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>&gt; 1200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation regions</td>
<td>100–200</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 70</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-low</td>
<td>100–200</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 25</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-high</td>
<td>100–200</td>
<td>&gt; 1200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-Δϕ-low</td>
<td>&gt; 250</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 70</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-Δϕ-medium</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 25</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-Δϕ-high</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>&gt; 1200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-WZ</td>
<td>100–200</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3ℓ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-ZZ</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>≥ 1</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4ℓ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yan (DY) events, Y and other dilepton resonances. Models with low, medium and high values of Δm_\tilde{g} = m_\tilde{g} – m_\tilde{g} are targeted by selecting events with H_T > 200, 400 and 1200 GeV to enter SR-low, SR-medium and SR-high, respectively. Requirements on E_T^{miss} are also used to select signal-like events, with higher E_T^{miss} thresholds probing models with higher LSP masses. For SR-low and SR-medium a cut on m_{T2} of > 70 GeV and > 25 GeV, respectively, is applied to reduce backgrounds from top-quark production. In order to make model-dependent interpretations using the signal models described in Sect. 3, a profile likelihood [86] fit to the m_ℓℓ shape is performed in each SR separately, with m_ℓℓ bin boundaries chosen to ensure a sufficient number of events for a robust background estimate in each bin and maximise sensitivity to target signal models. The m_ℓℓ bins are also used to form 29 non-orthogonal m_ℓℓ windows to probe the existence of BSM physics or to assess model-independent upper limits on the number of possible signal events. These windows are chosen so that they are sensitive to a broad range of potential kinematic edge positions. In cases where the signal could stretch over a large m_ℓℓ range, the exclusive bins used in the shape fit potentially truncate the lower-m_ℓℓ tail, and so are less sensitive. Of these windows, ten are in SR-low, nine are in SR-medium and ten are in SR-high. A schematic diagram showing the m_ℓℓ bin edges in the SRs and the subsequent m_ℓℓ windows is shown in Fig. 3. More details of the m_ℓℓ definitions in these windows are given along with the results in Sect. 9. Models without light sleptons are targeted by windows with m_ℓℓ < 81 GeV for Δm_ℓ < m_Z, and by the window with 81 < m_ℓℓ < 101 GeV for Δm_ℓ > m_Z. The on-Z bins of the SRs, with bin boundaries 81 < m_ℓℓ < 101 GeV, are each considered as one of the 29 m_ℓℓ windows, having good sensitivity to models with on-shell Z bosons in the final state.

For the high-P_T search, events are required to have at least two leptons with p_T > 7 GeV. Orthogonality with the high-P_T channel is imposed by rejecting events that satisfy the lepton p_T requirements of the high-P_T selection. In addition to this, events must have m_ℓℓ > 4 GeV, excluding the region between 8.4 and 11 GeV, in order to exclude the J/ψ and
Table 4 Overview of all signal, control and validation regions used in the low-\(p_T\) edge search. The flavour combination of the dilepton pair is denoted by either “SF” for same-flavour or “DF” for different-flavour. The charge combination of the leading lepton pairs is given as “SS” for same-sign or “OS” for opposite-sign. All regions require at least two leptons with \(p_T > \{7, 7\}\) GeV, with the exception of CR-real and CR-fake, which require exactly two leptons, and the diboson CRs (VR-WZ-low-\(p_T\) and VR-ZZ-low-\(p_T\)). More details are given in the text. The main requirements which distinguish the control and validation regions from the signal regions are indicated in bold. The low-\(p_T\) SR selection is explicitly vetoed in VR-WZ-low-\(p_T\) and VR-ZZ-low-\(p_T\) to ensure orthogonality. When applied, the \(m_T\) requirement is checked for the two leading leptons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-(p_T) regions</th>
<th>(E_{T}^{miss}) (GeV)</th>
<th>(p_T^L) (GeV)</th>
<th>(n_{jets})</th>
<th>(n_{b-jets})</th>
<th>(m_{\ell\ell}) (GeV)</th>
<th>SF/DF</th>
<th>OS/SS</th>
<th>(\Delta\phi(\text{jet}1, p_T^{miss}))</th>
<th>(m_T) (GeV)</th>
<th>(m_{\ell\ell}) windows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal regions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC</td>
<td>&gt; 250</td>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC-MET</td>
<td>&gt; 500</td>
<td>&lt; 75</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control regions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>&gt; 250</td>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-MET</td>
<td>&gt; 500</td>
<td>&lt; 75</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-real</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>≥ 81–101</td>
<td>2(\ell) SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR-fake</td>
<td>&lt; 125</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>≥ 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>2(\ell) (\mu e)</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 4, (\notin [8.4, 11]), (\notin [81, 101])</td>
<td>2(\ell) (\mu \mu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation regions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRA</td>
<td>200–250</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRA2</td>
<td>200–250</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRB</td>
<td>250–500</td>
<td>20–75</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRC</td>
<td>250–500</td>
<td>≥75</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-WZ-low-(p_T)</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>≥ 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>3(\ell)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-ZZ-low-(p_T)</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>4(\ell)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-(\Delta\phi)</td>
<td>&gt;250</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>≤ 0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-fakes</td>
<td>&gt;225</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>(\ell_1, \ell_2 &lt; 100)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-SS</td>
<td>&gt;225</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&gt; 4, (\notin [8.4, 11])</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>&gt; 0.4</td>
<td>(\ell_1, \ell_2 &lt; 100)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams of the main validation and signal regions for the high-\(p_T\) (top) and low-\(p_T\) (bottom) searches. Regions where hatched markings overlap indicate the overlap between various regions. For each search (high-\(p_T\) or low-\(p_T\)), the SRs are not orthogonal; in the case of high-\(p_T\), the VRs also overlap. In both cases, as indicated in the diagrams, there is no overlap between SRs and VRs.

\(\Upsilon\) resonances. To isolate signal models with small \(\Delta m_X\), the low-\(p_T\) lepton SRs place upper bounds on the \(p_{T\ell}^\ell\) (\(p_T\) of the dilepton system) of events entering the two SRs, SRC and SRC-MET. SRC selects events with a maximum \(p_{T\ell}^\ell\) requirement of 20 GeV, targeting models with small \(\Delta m_X\). SRC-MET requires \(p_{T\ell}^\ell < 75\) GeV and has a higher \(E_{T\text{miss}}\) threshold (500 GeV compared with 250 GeV in SRC), maximising sensitivity to very compressed models. Here the analysis strategy closely follows that of the high-\(p_T\) analysis, with a shape fit applied to the \(m_{\ell\ell}\) distribution performed independently in SRC and SRC-MET. The \(m_{\ell\ell}\) bins are used to construct \(m_{\ell\ell}\) windows from which model-independent assessments can be made. There are a total of 12 \(m_{\ell\ell}\) windows for the low-\(p_T\) analysis, six in each SR.

7 Background estimation

In most SRs, the dominant background processes are “flavour-symmetric” (FS), where the ratio of \(ee, \mu\mu\) and \(e\mu\) dileptonic branching fractions is expected to be 1:1:2 because the two leptons originate from independent \(W \rightarrow \ell\nu\) decays. Dominated by \(t\bar{t}\), this background, described in Sect. 7.1, also includes \(WW, Wt\), and \(Z \rightarrow \tau\tau\) processes, and typically makes up 50–95% of the total SM background in the SRs. The FS background is estimated using data control sam-
amples of different-flavour (DF) events for the high-\(p_T\) search, whereas the low-\(p_T\) search uses such samples to normalise the dominant top-quark (\(t\bar{t}\) and \(Wt\)) component of this background, with the shape taken from MC simulation.

As all the SRs have a high \(E^\text{miss}\) requirement, \(Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}\) events generally enter the SRs when there is large \(E^\text{miss}_T\) originating from instrumental effects or from neutrinos from the decays of hadrons produced in jet fragmentation. This background is always relatively small, contributing less than 10% of the total background in the SRs, and is difficult to model with MC simulation. A control sample of \(\gamma + \text{jets}\) events in data, which have similar kinematic properties to those of \(Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}\) and similar sources of \(E^\text{miss}_T\), is used to model this background for the high-\(p_T\) search by weighting the \(\gamma + \text{jets}\) events to match \(Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}\) in another control sample, described in Sect. 7.2. For the low-\(p_T\) analysis, where \(Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}\) processes make up at most 8% of the background in the SRs, MC simulation is used to estimate this background.

The contribution from events with fake or misidentified leptons in the low-\(p_T\) SRs is at most 20%, and is estimated using a data-driven matrix method, described in Sect. 7.3. The contribution to the SRs from WZ/ZZ production, described in Sect. 7.4, while small for the most part (< 5%), can be up to 70% in the on-Z bins of the high-\(p_T\) analysis. These backgrounds are estimated from MC simulation and validated in dedicated 3\(\ell\) (WZ) and 4\(\ell\) (ZZ) VRs. “Rare top” backgrounds, also described in Sect. 7.4, which include \(t\bar{t}W, t\bar{t}Z\) and \(ttWW\) processes, constitute < 10% of the SM expectation in all SRs and are estimated from MC simulation.

### 7.1 Flavour-symmetric backgrounds

For the high-\(p_T\) analysis the so-called “flavour-symmetry” method is used to estimate the contribution of the background from flavour-symmetric processes to each SR. This method makes use of three \(e\mu\) control regions, CR-FS-low, CR-FS-medium or CR-FS-high, with the same \(m_{\ell\ell}\) binning as their corresponding SR. For SR-low, SR-medium or SR-high the flavour-symmetric contribution to each \(m_{\ell\ell}\) bin of the signal regions is predicted using data from the corresponding bin from CR-FS-low, CR-FS-medium or CR-FS-high, respectively (precise region definitions can be found in Table 3). These CRs are > 95% pure in flavour-symmetric processes (estimated from MC simulation). Each of these regions has the same kinematic requirements as their respective SR, with the exception of CR-FS-high, in which the 1200 GeV \(H_T\) and 200 GeV \(E^\text{miss}_T\) thresholds of SR-high are loosened to 1100 and 100 GeV, respectively, in order to increase the number of \(e\mu\) events available to model the FS background.

The data events in these regions are subject to lepton \(p_T\) and \(\eta\)-dependent correction factors determined in data. These factors are measured separately for 2015 and 2016 to take into account the differences between the triggers available in those years, and account for the different trigger efficiencies for the dielectron, dimuon and electron–muon selections, as well as the different identification and reconstruction efficiencies for electrons and muons. The estimated numbers of events in the SF channels, \(N^\text{est}\), are given by:

\[
N^\text{est} = \frac{f_{\text{SR}}}{2} \left[ \sum_i \left( k_e(p_T^i, \eta^i, \mu^i) + k_\mu(p_T^i, \eta^i, \mu^i) \right) \cdot \alpha(p_T^i, \eta^i, \mu^i) \right] - \sum_i \left( k_e(p_T^i, \eta^i, \mu^i) + k_\mu(p_T^i, \eta^i, \mu^i) \right) \cdot \alpha(p_T^i, \eta^i, \mu^i) \right],
\]

where \(N^\text{data}_{\mu\mu}\) is the number of data events observed in a given control region (CR-FS-low, CR-FS-medium or CR-FS-high). Events from non-FS processes are subtracted from the \(e\mu\) data events using MC simulation, the second term in Eq. 1, where \(N^\text{MC}_{\mu\mu}\) is the number of events from non-FS processes in MC simulation in the respective CRs. The factor \(\alpha(p_T^i, \eta^i)\) accounts for the different trigger efficiencies for SF and DF events, and \(k_e(p_T^i, \eta^i)\) and \(k_\mu(p_T^i, \eta^i)\) are the electron and muon selection efficiency factors for the kinematics of the lepton being replaced in event \(i\). The trigger and selection efficiency correction factors are derived from the events in an inclusive on-\(Z\) selection (81 < \(m_{\ell\ell}\) < 101 GeV, ≥ 2 signal jets), according to:

\[
k_e(p_T, \eta) = \sqrt{\frac{N^\text{meas}_{ee}(p_T, \eta)}{N^\text{meas}_{\mu\mu}(p_T, \eta)}},
\]

\[
k_\mu(p_T, \eta) = \sqrt{\frac{N^\text{meas}_{\mu\mu}(p_T, \eta)}{N^\text{meas}_{ee}(p_T, \eta)}},
\]

\[
\alpha(p_T, \eta) = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_{\text{trig}}(p_T^\ell, \eta^\ell) \times \varepsilon_{\mu\mu}(p_T^\ell, \eta^\ell)}{\varepsilon_{ee}(p_T^\ell, \eta^\ell)}},
\]

where \(\varepsilon_{ee/\mu\mu/\mu\mu}\) is the trigger efficiency as a function of the leading-lepton (\(\ell^\ell\)) kinematics and \(N^\text{meas}_{ee/\mu\mu}\) is the number of \(ee/\mu\mu\) data events in the inclusive on-\(Z\) region (or a DF selection in the same mass window in the case of \(\varepsilon_{\mu\mu}\), for example) outlined above. Here \(k_e(p_T, \eta)\) and \(k_\mu(p_T, \eta)\) are calculated separately for leading and subleading leptons. The correction factors are typically within 10% of unity, except in the region |\(\eta| < 0.1\) where, because of a lack of coverage of the muon spectrometer, they deviate by up to 50% from unity. To account for the extrapolation from \(H_T > 1100\text{ GeV}\) and \(E^\text{miss}_T > 100\text{ GeV}\) to \(H_T > 1200\text{ GeV}\) and \(E^\text{miss}_T > 200\text{ GeV}\) going from CR-FS-high to SR-high,
Fig. 4 Validation of the flavour-symmetry method using MC simulation (left) and data (right), in SR-low and VR-low (top), SR-medium and VR-medium (middle), and SR-high and VR-high (bottom). On the left the flavour-symmetry estimate from $t\bar{t}$, $Wt$, $WW$ and $Z \rightarrow \tau\tau$ MC samples in the $e\mu$ channel is compared with the SF distribution from these MC samples. The MC statistical uncertainty is indicated by the hatched band. In the data plots, all uncertainties in the background expectation are included in the hatched band. The bottom panel of each figure shows the ratio of the observation to the prediction. In cases where the data point is not accommodated by the scale of this panel, an arrow indicates the direction in which the point is out of range. The last bin always contains the overflow.

An additional factor, $f_{SR}$, derived from simulation, is applied as given in Eq. 2.

$$f_{SR} = \frac{N_{CR-FS-high}^{CR-FS-high}(E_{miss} > 200 \text{ GeV}, H_T > 1200 \text{ GeV})}{N_{e\mu}^{CR-FS-high}(E_T^{miss} > 100 \text{ GeV}, H_T > 1100 \text{ GeV})}$$

(2)
Fig. 5 Validation of the background modelling for the low-$p_T$ analysis in VRA (top left), VRA2 (top right), VRB (bottom left) and VRC (bottom right) in the SF channels. The $t\bar{t}$ and $Wt$ backgrounds are normalised in $e\mu$ data samples for which the requirements are otherwise the same as in the VR in question. All uncertainties in the background expectation are included in the hatched band. The last bin always contains the overflow.

In CR-FS-high this extrapolation factor is found to be constant over the full $m_{\ell\ell}$ range.

The FS method is validated by performing a closure test using MC simulated events, with FS simulation in the $e\mu$ channel being scaled accordingly to predict the expected contribution in the SRs. The results of this closure test can be seen on the left of Fig. 4, where the $m_{\ell\ell}$ distribution is well modelled after applying the FS method to the $e\mu$ simulation. This is true in particular in SR-high, where the $E_T^{miss}$- and $H_T$-based extrapolation is applied. The small differences between the predictions and the observed distributions are used to assign an MC non-closure uncertainty to the estimate. To further validate the FS method, the full procedure is applied to data in VR-low, VR-medium and VR-high (defined in Table 3) with lower $E_T^{miss}$, but otherwise with identical kinematic requirements. The FS contribution in these three VRs is estimated using three analogous $e\mu$ regions: VR-FS-low, VR-FS-med and VR-FS-high, also defined in Table 3. In the right of Fig. 4, the estimate taken from $e\mu$ data is shown to model the SF data well.

For the low-$p_T$ search, FS processes constitute the dominant background in SRC, comprising $>90\%$ $t\bar{t}$, $\sim 8\%$ $Wt$, with a very small contribution from $WW$ and $Z \rightarrow \tau\tau$. These backgrounds are modelled using MC simulation, with the dominant $t\bar{t}$ and $Wt$ components being normalised to data in dedicated $e\mu$ CRs. The top-quark background normalisation in SRC is taken from CRC, while CRC-MET is used to extract the top-quark background normalisation for SRC-MET. The modelling of these backgrounds is tested in four VRs: VRA, VRA2, VRB and VRC, where the normalisation for $t\bar{t}$ and $Wt$ is $1.00 \pm 0.22$, $1.01 \pm 0.13$, $1.00 \pm 0.21$ and $0.86 \pm 0.13$, respectively, calculated from identical regions in the $e\mu$ channel. Figure 5 shows a comparison between data and prediction in these four VRs. VRA probes low $p_T^{\ell\ell}$ in the range equivalent to that in SRC, but at lower $E_T^{miss}$, while VRB and VRC are used to check the background modelling at $p_T^{\ell\ell} > 20$ GeV, but with $E_T^{miss}$ between 250 and 500 GeV. Owing to poor background modelling at very low $m_{\ell\ell}$ and $p_T^{\ell\ell}$, the $m_{\ell\ell}$ range in VRA and SRC does not go below 30 GeV.

7.2 $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets background

The $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets processes make up to 10% of the background in the on-Z $m_{\ell\ell}$ bins in SR-low, SR-medium and SR-high. For the high-$p_T$ analysis this background is estimated using a data-driven method that takes $\gamma +$ jets events in data to model the $E_T^{miss}$ distribution of $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets. These two processes have similar event topologies, with a well-measured object recoiling against a hadronic system, and
Fig. 6 Left, the \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) spectrum in \( Z/\gamma \ast + \text{jets} \) MC simulation compared to that of the \( \gamma + \text{jets} \) method applied to \( \gamma + \text{jets} \) MC simulation in SR-low (top), SR-medium (middle) and SR-high (bottom). No selection on \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) is applied. The error bars on the points indicate the statistical uncertainty of the \( Z/\gamma \ast + \text{jets} \) MC simulation, and the hashed uncertainty bands indicate the statistical and reweighting systematic uncertainties of the \( \gamma + \text{jets} \) background method. Right, the \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) spectrum when the method is applied to data in VR-\( \Delta \phi \)-low (top), VR-\( \Delta \phi \)-medium (middle) and VR-\( \Delta \phi \)-high (bottom). The bottom panel of each figure shows the ratio of observation (left, in MC simulation; right, in data) to prediction. In cases where the data point is not accommodated by the scale of this panel, an arrow indicates the direction in which the point is out of range. The last bin always contains the overflow.
both tend to have $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ that stems from jet mismeasurements and neutrinos in hadron decays. In this method, different control regions (CR$_{\gamma}$-low, CR$_{\gamma}$-medium, CR$_{\gamma}$-high) are constructed, which contain at least one photon and no leptons. They have the same kinematic selection as their corresponding SRs, with the exception of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and $\Delta\phi(\text{jet}_{12}, p_T^{\text{miss}})$ requirements. Detailed definitions of these regions are given in Table 3.

The $\gamma$ + jets events in CR$_{\gamma}$-low, CR$_{\gamma}$-medium and CR$_{\gamma}$-high are reweighted such that the photon $p_T$ distribution matches that of the $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets dilepton $p_T$ distribution of events in CRZ-low, CRZ-medium and CRZ-high, respectively. This procedure accounts for small differences in event-level kinematics between the $\gamma$ + jets events and $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets events, which arise mainly from the mass of the $Z$ boson. Following this, to account for the difference in resolution between photons, electrons, and muons, which can be particularly significant at high boson $p_T$, the photon $p_T$ is smeared according to a $Z \rightarrow ee$ or $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ resolution function. The smearing function is derived by comparing the $p_T^{\text{miss}}$-projection along the boson momentum in $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets and $\gamma$ + jets MC events in a 1-jet control region with no other event-level kinematic requirements. A deconvolution procedure is used to avoid including the photon resolution in the $Z$ bosons’s $p_T$ resolution function. For each event, a photon $p_T$ smearing $\Delta p_T$ is obtained by sampling the smearing function. The photon $p_T$ is shifted by $\Delta p_T$, and the parallel component of the $p_T^{\text{miss}}$ vector being correspondingly adjusted by $-\Delta p_T$.

Following this smearing and reweighting procedure, the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ of each $\gamma$ + jets event is recalculated, and the final $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution is obtained after applying the $\Delta\phi(\text{jet}_{12}, p_T^{\text{miss}}) > 0.4$ requirement. For each SR, the resulting $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution is normalised to data in the corresponding CRZ before the SR $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ selection is applied. The $m_{\ell\ell}$ distribution is modelled by binning the $m_{\ell\ell}$ in $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets MC events as a function of the $p_T^{\text{miss}}$-projection along the boson momentum, with this being used to assign an $m_{\ell\ell}$ value to each $\gamma$ + jets event via a random sampling of the corresponding distribution. The $m_{T2}$ distribution is modelled by assigning leptons to the event, with the direction of the leptons drawn from a flat distribution in the $Z$ boson rest frame. The process is repeated until both leptons fall into the detector acceptance after boosting to the lab frame.

The full smearing, reweighting, and $m_{\ell\ell}$ assignment procedure is applied to both the $V\gamma$ MC and the $\gamma$ + jets data events. After applying all corrections to both samples, the $V\gamma$ contribution to the $\gamma$ + jets data sample is subtracted to remove contamination from the main backgrounds with real $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ from neutrinos. Contamination by events with fake photons in these $\gamma$ + jets data samples is small, and as such this contribution is neglected.

The procedure is validated using $\gamma$ + jets and $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets MC events. For this validation, the $\gamma$ + jets MC simulation is reweighted according to the $p_T$ distribution given by the $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets MC simulation. The $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution in MC events can be seen on the left of Fig. 6 and is found to be well reproduced by $\gamma$ + jets MC events. In addition to this, three VRs, VR-$\Delta\phi$-low, VR-$\Delta\phi$-medium and VR-$\Delta\phi$-high, which are orthogonal to SR-low SR-medium and SR-high due to the inverted $\Delta\phi(\text{jet}_{12}, p_T^{\text{miss}})$ requirement, are used to validate the method with data. Here too, as shown on the right of Fig. 6, good agreement is seen between the $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets prediction from $\gamma$ + jets data and the data in the three VRs. The systematic uncertainties associated with this method are described in Sect. 8.

While the $\gamma$ + jets method is used in the high-$p_T$ analysis, SHERPA $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets simulation is used to model this background in the low-$p_T$ analysis. This background is negligible in the very low $p_T^{\text{SRC}}$ SRC, and while it can contribute up to ~30% in some $m_{\ell\ell}$ bins in SRC-MET, this is in general only a fraction of a small total number of expected events. In order to validate the $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets estimate in this low-$p_T$ region, the data are compared to the MC prediction in VR-$\Delta\phi$, where the addition of a $b$-tagged-jet veto is used to increase the $Z/\gamma^* +$ jets event fraction. The resulting background prediction in this region is consistent with the data.

7.3 Fake-lepton background

Events from semileptonic $t\bar{t}$, $W \rightarrow \ell\nu$ and single top (s- and t-channel) decays enter the dilepton channels via lepton “fakes.” These can include misidentified hadrons, converted photons or non-prompt leptons from heavy-flavour decays. In the high-$p_T$ SRs the contribution from fake leptons is negligible, but fakes can contribute up to ~12% in SRC and SRC-MET. In the low-$p_T$ analysis this background is estimated using the matrix method, detailed in Ref. [87]. In this method a control sample is constructed using baseline leptons, thereby enhancing the probability of selecting a fake lepton compared to the signal-lepton selection. For each relevant CR, VR or SR, the region-specific kinematic requirements are placed upon this sample of baseline leptons. The events in this sample in which the selected leptons subsequently pass ($N_{\text{pass}}$) or fail ($N_{\text{fail}}$) the signal lepton requirements of Sect. 5 are then counted. In the case of a one-lepton selection, the number of fake-lepton events ($N_{\text{fake}}$) in a given region is then estimated according to:

$$N_{\text{fake}}^\text{pass} = \frac{N_{\text{fail}} - (1/\epsilon_{\text{real}} - 1) \times N_{\text{pass}}}{1/\epsilon_{\text{fake}} - 1/\epsilon_{\text{real}}}.$$  

Here $\epsilon_{\text{real}}$ is the relative identification efficiency (from baseline to signal) for genuine, prompt (“real”) leptons and $\epsilon_{\text{fake}}$ is the relative identification efficiency (again from base-
Fig. 7 Validation of the data-driven fake-lepton background for the low-\(p_T\) analysis. The \(m_\ell\ell\) distribution in VR-fakes (left) and VR-SS (right). Processes with two prompt leptons are modelled using MC simulation. The hatched band indicates the total systematic and statistical uncertainty of the background prediction. The last bin always contains the overflow.

Fig. 8 The observed and expected yields in the diboson VRs. The data are compared to the sum of the expected backgrounds. The observed deviation from the expected yield normalised to the total uncertainty is shown in the bottom panel. The hatched uncertainty band includes the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the background prediction.

7.4 Diboson and rare top processes

The remaining SM background contribution in the SRs is due to \(WZ/ZZ\) diboson production and rare top processes (\(t\bar{t}Z\), \(t\bar{t}W\) and \(t\bar{t}WW\)). The rare top processes contribute < 10% of the SM expectation in the SRs and are taken directly from MC simulation.

The contribution from the production of \(WZ/ZZ\) dibosons is generally small in the SRs, but in the on-\(Z\) bins in the high-\(p_T\) SRs it is up to 70% of the expected background, whereas in SRC-MET it is up to 40% of the expected background. These backgrounds are estimated from MC simulation, and are validated in VRs with three-lepton (VR-WZ) and four-lepton (VR-ZZ) requirements, as defined in Table 3. VR-WZ, with \(H_T > 200\) GeV, forms a \(WZ\)-enriched region in a kinematic phase space as close as possible to the high-\(p_T\) SRs. In VR-ZZ an \(E_T^{miss} < 100\) GeV requirement is used to suppress \(WZ\) and top processes to form a region with high
Table 5 Breakdown of the expected background and observed data yields for SR-low, SR-medium and SR-high, integrated over the $m_{\ell\ell}$ spectrum. The quoted uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions, and due to anti-correlations with the CR, the total uncertainty may be less than the sum of individual parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SR-low</th>
<th>SR-medium</th>
<th>SR-high</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed events</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total expected background events</td>
<td>$144 \pm 22$</td>
<td>$40 \pm 10$</td>
<td>$83 \pm 9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavour-symmetric ($t\bar{t}$, $Wt$, $WW$ and $Z \rightarrow \tau\tau$) events</td>
<td>$86 \pm 12$</td>
<td>$29 \pm 9$</td>
<td>$75 \pm 8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}$ events</td>
<td>$43 \pm 12$</td>
<td>$9.8 \pm 3.2$</td>
<td>$4.1 \pm 1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare top events</td>
<td>$6.7 \pm 1.8$</td>
<td>$1.20 \pm 0.35$</td>
<td>$1.8 \pm 0.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Breakdown of the expected and observed data yields for the low-$p_T$ signal regions and their corresponding control regions. The quoted uncertainties include the statistical and systematic contributions, and due to anti-correlations with the CRs, the total uncertainty may be less than the sum of individual parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SRC</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>SRC-MET</th>
<th>CRC-MET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed events</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total expected background events</td>
<td>$104 \pm 17$</td>
<td>$98 \pm 10$</td>
<td>$10 \pm 4$</td>
<td>$10.0 \pm 2.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-quark events</td>
<td>$85 \pm 17$</td>
<td>$81 \pm 14$</td>
<td>$3^{+14}_{-3}$</td>
<td>$2.5^{+3.0}_{-2.5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake-lepton events</td>
<td>$8.3 \pm 1.5$</td>
<td>$10 \pm 10$</td>
<td>$2.00 \pm 0.35$</td>
<td>$3.6 \pm 1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diboson events</td>
<td>$7.6 \pm 1.3$</td>
<td>$5.7 \pm 1.6$</td>
<td>$4.4 \pm 1.3$</td>
<td>$3.1 \pm 1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare top events</td>
<td>$3.26 \pm 0.95$</td>
<td>$1.8 \pm 0.7$</td>
<td>$0.53 \pm 0.15$</td>
<td>$0.59 \pm 0.18$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}$ events</td>
<td>$0.050 \pm 0.010$</td>
<td>$0.0 \pm 0.0$</td>
<td>$0.52 \pm 0.12$</td>
<td>$0.18 \pm 0.05$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 Observed and expected dilepton mass distributions, with the bin boundaries considered for the interpretation, in (top left) SR-low, (top right) SR-medium, and (bottom) SR-high of the edge search. All statistical and systematic uncertainties of the expected background are included in the hatched band. The last bin contains the overflow. One (two) example signal model(s) are overlaid on the top left (top right, bottom). For the slepton model, the numbers in parentheses in the legend indicate the gluino and $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ masses of the example model point. In the case of the $Z$ model illustrated, the numbers in parentheses indicate the gluino and $\tilde{\chi}_2^0$ masses, with the $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ mass being fixed at 1 GeV in this model.

Purity in ZZ production. The yields and kinematic distributions observed in these regions are well-modelled by MC simulation. In particular, the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, $H_T$, jet multiplicity, and dilepton $p_T$ distributions show good agreement. For the low-$p_T$ analysis, VR-WZ-low-$p_T$ and VR-ZZ-low-$p_T$, defined in Table 4, are used to check the modelling of these processes at low lepton $p_T$, and good modelling is also observed. Figure 8 shows the level of agreement between data and prediction in these validation regions.
Fig. 10 Observed and expected dilepton mass distributions, with the bin boundaries considered for the interpretation, in (left) SR-C and (right) SR-C-MET of the low-$p_T$ edge search. All statistical and systematic uncertainties of the expected background are included in the hatched band. An example signal from the $Z^*(\tilde{g})$ model with $m(\tilde{g}) = 1000$ GeV and $m(\tilde{\chi}_0^1) = 900$ GeV is overlaid.

Fig. 11 The observed and expected yields in the (overlapping) $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows of SR-low, SR-medium, SR-high, SRC and SRC-MET. These are shown for the 29 $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows for the high-$p_T$ SRs (top) and the 12 $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows for the low-$p_T$ SRs (bottom). The data are compared to the sum of the expected backgrounds. The significance of the difference between the observed and expected yields is shown in the bottom plots. For cases where the $p$-value is less than 0.5 a negative significance is shown. The hatched uncertainty band includes the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the background prediction.

8 Systematic uncertainties

The data-driven background estimates are subject to uncertainties associated with the methods employed and the limited number of events used in their estimation. The dominant source of uncertainty for the flavour-symmetry-based background estimate in the high-$p_T$ SRs is due to the limited statistics in the corresponding DF CRs, yielding an uncertainty of...
Table 7 Breakdown of the expected background and observed data yields in the high-\(p_T\) signal regions. The results are given for SR-low, SR-medium and SR-high in all 29 \(m_{\ell\ell}\) windows. The \(m_{\ell\ell}\) range is indicated in the left-most column of the table. Left to right: the total expected background, with combined statistical and systematic uncertainties, observed data, 95% CL upper limits on the visible cross section \((A\sigma)_{\text{obs}}^{95}\) and on the number of signal events \(S_{\text{obs}}^{95}\). The sixth column \((S_{\text{exp}}^{95})\) shows the expected 95% CL upper limit on the number of signal events, given the expected number (and \(\pm 1\sigma\) excursions on the expectation) of background events. The last two columns indicate the discovery \(p\)-value \((p(s = 0))\), and the Gaussian significance \((Z(s = 0))\). For cases where \(p(s = 0) < 0.5\) a negative significance is shown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal region (m_{\ell\ell}) range (GeV)</th>
<th>Total Bkg.</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>((A\sigma)_{\text{obs}}^{95}) (fb)</th>
<th>(S_{\text{obs}}^{95})</th>
<th>(S_{\text{exp}}^{95})</th>
<th>(p(s = 0))</th>
<th>(Z(s = 0))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SR-low</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–41</td>
<td>4.2 ± 2.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>6.9 ± 3.3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–61</td>
<td>8.0 ± 3.0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>9.9 ± 4.2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–81</td>
<td>17 ± 5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>15 ± 6</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–101</td>
<td>75 ± 17</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>60 ± 7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81–101</td>
<td>57 ± 16</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>47 ± 6</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–201</td>
<td>42 ± 7</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>19 ± 9</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–301</td>
<td>58 ± 8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>23 ± 9</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201–401</td>
<td>25 ± 5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>15 ± 11</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301–501</td>
<td>10.2 ± 3.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9.4 ± 2.8</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501–</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>6.0 ± 2.3</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SR-medium</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–41</td>
<td>4.8 ± 2.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.9 ± 3.2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–61</td>
<td>7.0 ± 3.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.2 ± 4.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–81</td>
<td>13 ± 4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>11.0 ± 4.8</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–101</td>
<td>23 ± 5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>13.5 ± 5.9</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>−1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81–101</td>
<td>10.3 ± 3.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>10.0 ± 2.8</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–201</td>
<td>7.6 ± 3.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>11.1 ± 4.5</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–301</td>
<td>14 ± 4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>14 ± 6</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201–401</td>
<td>7.1 ± 2.8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>8.6 ± 4.8</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>−0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401–</td>
<td>1.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.8 ± 3.5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SR-high</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–41</td>
<td>6.6 ± 1.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.0 ± 2.7</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–61</td>
<td>11.2 ± 2.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.6 ± 2.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–81</td>
<td>16.1 ± 2.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10.7 ± 2.5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–101</td>
<td>26 ± 4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>14 ± 5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81–101</td>
<td>9.6 ± 2.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>10.8 ± 4.2</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–201</td>
<td>27 ± 4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.9 ± 3.1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–301</td>
<td>43 ± 5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>17 ± 6</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201–401</td>
<td>24 ± 4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>12 ± 5</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301–501</td>
<td>9.9 ± 2.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.6 ± 2.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501–</td>
<td>4.1 ± 1.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.6 ± 2.3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

between 10 and 90% depending on the \(m_{\ell\ell}\) range in question. Other systematic uncertainties assigned to this background estimate include those due to MC closure, the measurement of the efficiency correction factors and the extrapolation in \(E_{\text{T miss}}\) and \(H_T\) in the case of SR-high.

Several sources of systematic uncertainty are associated with the data-driven \(Z/\gamma^* +\) jets background prediction for the high-\(p_T\) analysis. The boson \(p_T\) reweighting procedure is assigned an uncertainty based on a comparison of the nominal results with those obtained by reweighting events using the \(H_T\) distribution instead. For the smearing function an uncertainty is derived by comparing the results obtained using the nominal smearing function derived from MC simulation with those obtained using a smearing function derived from data.
Table 8 Breakdown of the expected background and observed data yields in the low-\(p_T\) signal regions. The results are given for SRC and SRC-MET in all 12 \(m_{\ell\ell}\) windows. The \(m_{\ell\ell}\) range in units of GeV is indicated in the left-most column of the table. Left to right: the total expected background, with combined statistical and systematic uncertainties, observed data, 95% CL upper limits on the visible cross section \((A\sigma)^{95}_{\text{obs}}\) and on the number of signal events \((S)^{95}_{\text{obs}}\). The sixth column \((S)^{95}_{\text{exp}}\) shows the expected 95% CL upper limit on the number of signal events, given the expected number (and \(\pm 1 \sigma\) excursions on the expectation) of background events. The last two columns indicate the discovery \(p\)-value \((p(x = 0))\), and the Gaussian significance \((Z(x = 0))\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Region (m_{\ell\ell}) range (GeV)</th>
<th>Total Bkg.</th>
<th>Data ((A\sigma)^{95}_{\text{obs}}) (fb)</th>
<th>(S)^{95}_{\text{obs}})</th>
<th>(S)^{95}_{\text{exp}})</th>
<th>(p(x = 0)))</th>
<th>(Z(x = 0)))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–50</td>
<td>46 ± 12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>42_{-10}^{+10}</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–60</td>
<td>50 ± 9</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>25_{-19}^{+8}</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–70</td>
<td>47 ± 10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>24_{-7}^{+9}</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–80</td>
<td>37 ± 9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>28_{-12}^{+4}</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–90</td>
<td>23 ± 6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>16_{-4}^{+6}</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–</td>
<td>13 ± 4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>12.8_{-4}^{+5}</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC-MET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–20</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.4_{-1.9}^{+2.2}</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–30</td>
<td>3.3 ± 1.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>8.6_{-1.2}^{+4.0}</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–40</td>
<td>5 ± 4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>10.2_{-1.9}^{+5}</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–50</td>
<td>5.9 ± 2.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8.8_{-2.2}^{+2.2}</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–70</td>
<td>8.0 ± 3.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10.6_{-1.2}^{+3.4}</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–</td>
<td>5.3 ± 2.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.8_{-1.9}^{+3.4}</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a 1-jet control region. The full reweighting and smearing procedure is carried out using \(\gamma +\) jets MC events such that an MC non-closure uncertainty can be derived by comparing the resulting \(\gamma +\) jets MC \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) distribution to that in \(Z/\gamma^* +\) jets MC events. An uncertainty of 10% is obtained for the \(V\gamma\) backgrounds, based on a data-to-MC comparison in a \(V\gamma\)-enriched control region where events are required to have a photon and one lepton. This uncertainty is propagated to the final \(Z/\gamma^* +\) jets estimate following the subtraction of the \(V\gamma\) background. Finally, the statistical precision of the estimate also enters as a systematic uncertainty in the final background estimate. Depending on the \(m_{\ell\ell}\) range in question, the uncertainties in the \(Z/\gamma^* +\) jets prediction can vary from \(\sim 10\%\) to \(> 100\%\).

For the low-\(p_T\) analysis the uncertainties in the fake-lepton background stem from the number of events in the regions used to measure the real- and fake-lepton efficiencies, the limited sample size of the inclusive loose-lepton sample, varying the prompt-lepton contamination in the region used to measure the fake-lepton efficiency, and from varying the region used to measure the fake-lepton efficiency. The nominal fake-lepton efficiency is compared with those measured in regions where the presence of \(b\)-tagged jets is either required or explicitly vetoed. Varying the sample composition via \(b\)-jet tagging makes up the largest uncertainty.

Theoretical and experimental uncertainties are taken into account for the signal models, as well as background processes that rely on MC simulation. A 2.1% uncertainty is applied to the luminosity measurement [25]. The jet energy scale is subject to uncertainties associated with the jet flavour composition, the pile-up and the jet and event kinematics [88]. Uncertainties in the jet energy resolution are included to account for differences between data and MC simulation [88]. An uncertainty in the \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) soft-term resolution and scale is taken into account [83], and uncertainties due to the lepton energy scales and resolutions, as well as trigger, reconstruction, and identification efficiencies, are also considered. The experimental uncertainties are generally \(< 1\%\) in the SRs, with the exception of those associated with the jet energy scale, which can be up to 14% in the low-\(p_T\) SRs.

In the low-\(p_T\) analysis, theoretical uncertainties are assigned to the \(m_{\ell\ell}\)-shape of the \(t\bar{t}\) and \(Wt\) backgrounds, which are taken from MC simulation. For these backgrounds an uncertainty in the parton shower modelling is derived from comparisons between samples generated with POWHEG+PYTHIA6 and POWHEG+HERWIG++ [89, 90]. For \(t\bar{t}\) an uncertainty in the hard-scatter process generation is assessed using samples generated using POWHEG+PYTHIA8 to compare with MG5_AMC@NLO+PYTHIA8. Samples using either the diagram subtraction scheme or the diagram removal scheme to estimate interference effects in the single-top production diagrams are used to assess an interference uncertainty for the \(Wt\) background [91]. Variations of the renormalisation and factorisation scales are taken into account for both \(t\bar{t}\) and \(Wt\).
Again in the low-$p_T$ analysis, theoretical uncertainties are assigned to the $Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}$ background, which is also taken from MC simulation. Variations of the renormalisation, resummation and factorisation scales are taken into account, as are parton shower matching scale uncertainties. Since the $Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}$ background is not normalised to data, a total cross-section uncertainty of 5% is assigned [92].

The $WZ/ZZ$ processes are assigned a cross-section uncertainty of 6% [93] and an additional uncertainty of up to 30% in the SRs, which is based on comparisons between SHERPA and POWHEG MC samples. Uncertainties due to the choice of factorisation, resummation and renormalisation scales are calculated by varying the nominal values up and down by a factor of two. The parton shower scheme is assigned an uncertainty from a comparison of samples generated using the schemes proposed in Ref. [39] and Ref. [94]. These scale and parton shower uncertainties are generally < 20%. For rare top processes, a total uncertainty of 26% is assigned to the cross-section [27,54–56].

For signal models, the nominal cross-section and its uncertainty are taken from an envelope of cross-section predictions using different PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisation scales, as described in Ref. [95].

The uncertainties that have the largest impact in each SR vary from SR-to-SR. For most of the high-$p_T$ SRs the dominant uncertainty is that due to the limited numbers of events in the $e\mu$ CRs used for the flavour-symmetric prediction. Other important uncertainties include the systematic uncertainties associated with this method and uncertainties in the $\gamma + \text{jets}$ method for the $Z/\gamma^* + \text{jets}$ background prediction. In SRs that include the on-Z $m_{\ell\ell}$ bin, diboson theory uncertainties also become important. The total uncertainty in the high-$p_T$ SRs ranges from 12% in the most highly populated SRs to > 100% in regions where less than one background event is expected. The low-$p_T$ SRs are generally impacted by uncertainties due to the limited size of the MC samples used in the background estimation, with these being dominant in SRC-MET. In SRC the theoretical uncertainties in the $t\bar{t}$ background dominate, with these also being important in SRC-MET. The total background uncertainty in the low-$p_T$ SRs is typically 10–20% in SRC and 25–35% in SRC-MET.

9 Results

The integrated yields in the high- and low-$p_T$ signal regions are compared to the expected background in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The full $m_{\ell\ell}$ distributions in each of these regions are compared to the expected background in Figs. 9 and 10.

As signal models may produce kinematic endpoints at any value of $m_{\ell\ell}$, any excess must be searched for across the $m_{\ell\ell}$ distribution. To do this a “sliding window” approach is used, as described in Sect. 6. The 41 $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows (10 for SR-low, 9 for SR-medium, 10 for SR-high, 6 for SRC and 6 for SRC-MET) are chosen to make model-independent statements about the possible presence of new physics. The results in these $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows are summarised in Fig. 11, with the observed and expected yields in the combined $ee + \mu\mu$ channel for all 41 $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows. In general the data are consistent with the expected background across the full $m_{\ell\ell}$ range. The largest excess is observed in SRC-medium with $101 < m_{\ell\ell} < 201$ GeV, where a total of 18 events are observed in data, compared to an expected $7.6 \pm 3.2$ events, corresponding to a local significance of $2\sigma$. 
Fig. 13 Expected and observed exclusion contours derived from the combination of the results in the high-$p_T$ and low-$p_T$ edge SRs based on the best-expected sensitivity (top) and zoomed-in view for the low-$p_T$ only (bottom) for the $Z^{(*)}$ model. The dashed line indicates the expected limits at 95% CL and the surrounding band shows the 1σ variation of the expected limit as a consequence of the uncertainties in the background prediction and the experimental uncertainties in the signal ($\pm 1\sigma_{\text{exp}}$). The dotted lines surrounding the observed limit contours indicate the variation resulting from changing the signal cross-section within its uncertainty ($\pm 1\sigma_{\text{SUSY}}$). The shaded area on the upper plot indicates the observed limit on this model from Ref. [15]. In the lower plot the observed and expected contours derived from the high-$p_T$ SRs alone are overlaid, illustrating the added sensitivity from the low-$p_T$ SRs. Small differences in the contours in the compressed region are due to differences in interpolation between the top and bottom plot.

BSM cross-section $\langle A\sigma \rangle_{95}^{\text{obs}}$ are obtained by dividing the observed upper limits on the number of BSM events by the integrated luminosity. Expected and observed upper limits are given in Tables 7 and 8 for the high-$p_T$ and low-$p_T$ SRs, respectively. The $p$-values, which represent the probability of the SM background alone to fluctuate to the observed number of events or higher, are also provided using the asymptotic approximation [86].

10 Interpretation

In this section, exclusion limits are shown for the SUSY models detailed in Sect. 3. For these model-dependent exclusion limits a shape fit is performed on each of the binned $m_{\ell\ell}$
distributions in Figs. 9 and 10. The best-expected-sensitivity combination of results in the on- $p_T$ regions includes only the low-$p_T$ regions. SRC-MET has the best sensitivity almost everywhere, except at low values of LSP mass (at the top-left of the bottom panel of Fig. 12), where SR drives the limit. An exclusion contour derived using a combination of results from the three high-$p_T$ SRs alone is overlaid, demonstrating the increased sensitivity brought by the low-$p_T$ analysis.

The top panel of Fig. 13 shows the exclusion contours for the $Z^{\ell\ell}$ simplified model in the $m(\bar{g}) - m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0)$ plane, where on- or off-shell $Z$ bosons are expected in the final state. Again, the low-$p_T$ SRs have good coverage near the diagonal. SR-med drives the limits at high gluino mass, reaching beyond 1.6 TeV. For this interpretation the contour is mostly dominated by the on-$Z$ bin of the three edge SRs. The kink in the exclusion contour at $m(\bar{g}) = 1200$ GeV occurs where the low-$p_T$ SRs begin to dominate the sensitivity. A zoomed-in view of the compressed region of phase space where the low-$p_T$ SRs dominate the sensitivity is provided in the $m(\bar{g}) - m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0)$ plane in the bottom panel of Fig. 13. Here the exclusion contour includes only the low-$p_T$ regions, with the exclusion contour derived using a combination of results from the three high-$p_T$ SRs alone overlaid.

The on-$Z$ windows ($81 < m_{\ell\ell} < 101$ GeV) of SR-medium and SR-high have good sensitivity to the on-shell $Z$ models discussed in Sect. 3. These two $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows alone are used for the following three simplified model interpretations, where a best-expected-sensitivity combination of the results from the two windows is used. In Fig. 14, these results are interpreted in a simplified model with gluino-pair production, where each gluino decays as $\tilde{g} \rightarrow q\bar{q}\tilde{\chi}_1^0$, $\tilde{\chi}_1^0 \rightarrow Z\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ and the $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ mass is set to 1 GeV. The expected and observed exclusion contours for this $\tilde{g} - \tilde{\chi}_1^0$ on-shell grid are shown in the $m(\bar{g}) - m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0)$ plane in Fig. 14. The expected (observed) lower limit on the gluino mass is about 1.60 TeV (1.65 TeV) for a $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ with a mass of 1.2 TeV in this model. Here, the on-$Z$ window of SR-medium drives the limit close to the diagonal, while SR-high takes over at high $m(\bar{g})$ and lower $m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0)$. A kink can be seen in the observed limit contour at the point at which the SR with the best-expected sensitivity changes from SR-medium to SR-high. Figure 14 also shows the expected and observed exclusion limits for the $\bar{g} - \tilde{\chi}_2^0$ on-shell model in the $m(\bar{g}) - m(\tilde{\chi}_2^0)$ plane. This is a simplified model with squark-pair production, where each squark decays into a quark and a neutralino, with the neutralino subsequently decaying into a $Z$ boson and an LSP with a mass of 1 GeV. In this model, exclusion is observed (expected) for squarks with masses below 1.3 TeV (1.26 TeV) for a $\tilde{\chi}_2^0$ mass of 900 GeV.

Fig. 15 Expected and observed exclusion contours derived from the best-expected-sensitivity combination of results in the on-$Z$ $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows of SR-medium and SR-high for the $\bar{g} - \tilde{\chi}_1^0$ on-shell grid. The dashed line indicates the expected limits at 95% CL and the surrounding band shows the 1σ variation of the expected limit as a consequence of the uncertainties in the background prediction and the experimental uncertainties in the signal. The dotted lines surrounding the observed limit contour indicate the variation resulting from changing the signal cross-section within its uncertainty. The shaded area indicates the observed limit on this model from Ref. [15].
Figure 15 shows the expected and observed exclusion contours for the $\tilde{g} - \tilde{\chi}_1^0$ on-shell model in the $m(\tilde{g}) - m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0)$ plane, in which the produced gluinos follow the same decay chain as in the model above. In this case the mass difference $\Delta m = m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0) - m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0)$ is set to 100 GeV. Overlaid on the figure is the observed limit from the previous analysis [15]. The sensitivity in the small $m(\tilde{g}) - m(\tilde{\chi}_1^0)$ difference regime is improved due to an optimisation of SRs including a change to define $H_T$ only using jets, rather than also including leptons.

11 Conclusion

This paper presents a search for new phenomena in final states containing a same-flavour opposite-sign electron or muon pair, jets and large missing transverse momentum using 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ of $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV $pp$ collision data collected during 2015 and 2016 by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. For the high-$p_T$ and low-$p_T$ searches combined, a set of 41 $m_{\ell\ell}$ windows are considered, with different requirements on $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, $m_{\ell\ell}$, $p_T^\ell$ and $H_T$, to be sensitive to signals with different kinematic endpoint values in the dilepton invariant mass distribution. The data are found to be consistent with the Standard Model expectation. The results are interpreted in simplified models of gluino-pair production and squark-pair production, and exclude gluinos (squarks) with masses as large as 1.85 TeV (1.3 TeV). Models with mass splittings as low as 20 GeV are excluded due to the sensitivity to compressed scenarios offered by the low-$p_T$ SRs.
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